
The Callaway Speedster is the third in the line of Callaway Cars.  It was introduced to the 
public at the 1991 Greater Los Angeles International Automobile Show, to the worldwide 
acclaim of journalists, designers and enthusiasts.  It is a styling and functional statement like 
no other, yet it revives the traditional role of the American Speedsters such as Auburn and 
Stutz.


The car's handling, braking, and accelerative capabilities are only part of the story.  The 
bodywork is a genuine masterpiece.  The basic Callaway body shape is derived from the 
Project SledgeHammer which achieved a world closed course speed record of 254.76 mph 
at the Transportation Research Center in 1988.  Devoid of wings and spoilers this  car’s 
shape is truly a case of form following function. 


The Speedster though, is a topless road-gong automobile.  Its unique styling incorporates 
wrap-around glass and a low cut windshield.  A special air deflector profile formed into the 
windshield header makes driving comfortable at moderate speeds.  But make no mistake; 
this is definitely open air motoring. 

The full leather interior work from Germany gives the opportunity to accent the leather color 
against the exterior to produce effects from striking to subtle.  Connolly hides, stitched by 
the best interior craftsmen, broadcast the look and feel and aroma of a superb motorcar.  
The carpet selection is coordinated at the same time to produce just the right statement.


We are very, perhaps inordinately, proud of the Callaway Speedster Series. It is a high 
watermark that expresses the standards of design, engineering, performance, quality and 
construction that we strive to showcase in Callaway automobiles. 

During the 1910s and ’20s, if you were young, wealthy and impudent, you drove a 
Speedster because that was the thing to do. Stripped of such banalities as doors, roofs 
and windshields, this rakish body style represented motoring in its purest form: two seats, 
a face full of wind and weather, a hot engine and a snarling exhaust.	 


Don Sherman, Corvette Quarterly


“As with other Callaways we’ve driven, the Speedster comes into its own beyond about 
70 mph.  Up to that, it’s Corvette nimble,  Corvette quick. Then, it’s Callaway dynamite.  
A missile launched by a booster rocket.”       


Jean Lindamood,  Automobile Magazine
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